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Our aim
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Our vision is a society where everybody 
enjoys a good later life

By 2040, we want more people in later life to 
be in good health, financially secure, to have 
social connections and feel their lives are 
meaningful and purposeful

To achieve real and significant impact, we will 
focus on where we can make the biggest 
difference – those approaching later life, a life 
stage between mid-life and later life
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80% of the homes we need by 2050 are already built* 

More than 90% of older people live in mainstream housing

*Source: Boardman et al (2005); 
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Current UK housing stock is not suitable, adaptable or 
accessible for people in later life 



Evidence review

Primary Research

Call for Practice

Ageing Better’s initial work on housing



Minor adaptations

Repairs and home improvements

Person oriented

Timeliness (system delays and putting off installation)

People delay adapting home due to clinical appearance of 
adaptations and their association with vulnerability

System delays caused by lack of resource 

Process so complex professionals struggle to navigate

Key findings: Review and lived experience



Key findings: Good practice report

Raising awareness Navigating the system Speedy delivery



Involving older people in home adaptation service design

Including home adaptations in strategic planning

Integration of home adaptations with health and care

Linking adaptations with home repairs

Working with handyperson services

Involving social housing providers 

Key findings: Good practice report



Funding

Continue DFG as Mandatory Provision

Alongside adequate revenue funding

HIA & handyperson service available in every local area

Consistent approach to performance measurement

Preventative action

Local authorities encouraged to take a preventative approach

Info and advice

Care Quality Commission conduct report on provision of I&A

Minimum I&A standards for all localities

Example Recommendations
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Safe and accessible homes

Existing 
housing

New
housing

Information 
and advice

One million fewer homes to be defined as hazardous by 2030

Half of all new homes to meet accessibility standards by 2030

What are we doing next?



designcouncil.org.uk/spark



Last spending review the DFG was increased

DHSC commissioned a review of the DFG 

CLG Select Committee report on housing for older people

Social Care Green Paper due 2018

Industrial Strategy Grand Challenge: Healthy ageing

Improving health and care through the home: MoU

Government commitment to building new homes

NHS Long Term Plan

What is happening externally?



Rachael Docking
Rachael.docking@ageing-better.org.uk 

@Rachael_docking

Centre for Ageing Better
Angel Building, Level 3

407 St John Street, London, EC1V 4AD

020 3829 0113
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Our journey

Insights

Clues & 
Themes

Ideation

Experimentation

Pivot or 
Persevere

Incubation

@PaulPentelow



Adapting with Age



Most older people are 
living in homes which 
are not fit for purpose

@PaulPentelow



Minor 
adaptations can 

make the biggest 
difference!



Why is this as 
good as it gets?



Invisible 
Adaptations



INVISIBLE ADAPTATIONS



NHF SUMMIT



Next Steps

• Establish  business 
model and 
manufacturing 
partnerships 

• Technical Testing 
and refining of our 
products 

• In-depth market 
analysis

• Securing funding  



ANY QUESTIONS

Tricia.Grierson@jjhousing.co.uk

mailto:Tricia.Grierson@jjhousing.co.uk


prettygoodproject.org

@prettygoodproj

@prettygoodproject



Pretty. Homes, products and spaces that look great.

Good. Make life a little easier as we get older.

Pretty good. Nicer for us all.



Listen to, 
talk and 
test with 
real users.



1 0 0 y e a r l i f e















Our homes 

can either 

help or 

hinder us.



Testing cafes



Designing for 

extremes 

makes design 

better 

for everyone.



We all have 

different 

and 

changing 

needs and 

abilities.



Involve real users



80% of homes we will grow old in 

are already built.

80% of us want to stay in our own 

homes.

93% of our homes don’t even have 

basic accessibility features.







Routine home 

improvement



From first 

home 

to last home.





Quick guides



Nan trap 

bingo!



Inspire



Highlight 

benefits



A renter’s 

adventure.



Research



Thank you

prettygoodproject.org

@prettygoodproj

@prettygoodproject



Adapting 
Homes for 
Aging Well

Alex Sleat

@alexsleat | alexsleat.co.uk

Smart Tech
and

Robotics



BRL | Ambient Assisted Living Studio

Physically and Socially 
Assistive Robots

Smart Home 
Automation and 
Communication

Cloud-based Services for Carers, 
Medical Experts, Relatives, Service 

Providers

Smart devices for monitoring  heart 
rate, breathing, balance and 

temperature

Wireless sensors in the 
physical environment

Ambient 
Displays



"The Internet of Things extends internet 

connectivity beyond traditional devices like 

desktop and laptop computers, smartphones and 

tablets to a diverse range of devices and 

everyday things that utilize embedded 

technology to communicate and interact with the 

external environment, all via the Internet."

The Internet of Things (IoT)



The Connected Home



Command

Smart Devices

Sense Control Act



Wearables

Fitbit – heart rate monitor Libre Pro– glucose monitor Aira – help for visually impairments

“Wearables” are small 
non-invasive sensors that 

are worn by a user.

Commercial options 
monitor such things as 

movement / step-count, 
heart-rate and sleeping 

patterns.

Specialized options can 
monitor more specific 

issues such as detecting a 
fall, heart health, sweat 

levels, glucose, etc.



Data Communication



• Assist in and provide training

• Learning behaviors, activities and patterns

• Prompt and support people with living 
healthier

• Early detection of problems

• Support in care and living independently

• Improve diagnosis

• Help improve bespoke care

Artificial Intelligence



• WebMD - symptom checker
• WebMD offers a general purpose symptom 

checker and knowledge base
• Utilizing smart home sensors and patients 

records enable more relevant results

• Shared notes and reminders
• A shared reminders list can allow older adults 

with memory issues to leave a note for 
a carer - such as “I’m having foot pain”, which 
they may forget to tell during a visit

• Emergency response
• Smart home and wearable technology to 

detect a fall or problem
• Digital voice assistant and robot call for help

Applications



Case Studies - Applications

• Smart plug

• Automatically turn off the iron when it had been on too 
long

Memory 
issues

• Door sensor and digital assistant

• When the front door is opened during the night, the 
digital assistant suggests going back to bed

Wandering at 
night

• Automatic door opener and video doorbell

• The video doorbell allows residents to see who is at the 
door before opening it

Mobility issues



• Cognitive Wellbeing
• Social isolation

• Communication and interpretation

• Daily Living
• Nutrition and hydration

• Navigation

• Cleaning and home care

• Physical Support
• Sensing and interactions with the world

• Walking, exercise and getting around

• Rehabilitation

• Personal care

• Independence and freedom

• Support for Carers (Formal & Informal)
• Physical support

• Remote interactions

Robotics



Socially assistive Physical assistive

Range of Robotic Devices



• Collaborative medication
• Human and robot work together to 

complete a task

• Daily living activity
• Reminders and notifications based on 

actions around the home

• Rehabilitation support
• Provides encourages and guides through 

exercises

Cognitive Support



Telepresence

Specialists can visit without physically being there

People with low mobility can get out in to the 
community

Family and friends can visit from anywhere in the 
world

Could empower people with social anxiety



• Walking assistance
• Senses users posture and corrects it

• Can detect slipping limit potential falls

• Support with navigation
• Automatic navigation can support those with 

memory and navigation issues

• Rehabilitation
• Exercise and repeat movements

• Freedom and independence
• Autonomous navigation allows the device to 

come on command

Physical Support



Physical Support


